
COURSE INFORMATION FORM

Faculty / Institute Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences

Department Political Science and International Relations

Course Code SUİ 360/ULU 222A

Course title International Law II

Instructional Language Turkish

Programs that can take the course
Must course in the programs of Political Science and International Relations Department. 

Admitted for other departments as elective course.

Course Type Must

Course Level B.A.

ECTS Credit 6

Prerequisites None

Course Content

Relying on what has he/she acquired with regard to International Legal Order (in the first 

part of International Law), the student is now elligible to learn substantive international law 

rules and purecedures to govern the different part and aspects international relations. 

Therefore, as a matter of fact, the title of this course should - and one day must - be 

"Substantive International Law".

The Aim of the Course

The course aims at offering the student the capability to manage with the substantive legal 

principles and rules governing acots, activities and relations including international 

elements, and to intpret and apply them correctly  to the specific cases which they meet 

during their professional life.

Course Outcomes

The content of the course consists of legal norms and principles related to quite different 

substantive parts (branches) of international law. So, at the end of the course, the students 

should have reached to a point of recognizing and aptly using almost all the significant 

principles and rules on the one hand, and procedures and methods on the other hand, 

which address the main types of international relations currently considered as important.

Textbook and / or References

Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Pazarcı, Uluslararası Hukuk, (en son baskı),                                           - 

Papers, diagrams and other info-materials specifically prepared by the course instructor to 

help the students learn the subjects in a more profound way.                                                                             

                       - Anthony Aust, Handbook of International Law, ed. 2, Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2010.                                                                                                    

Evaluation Criteria Percentage

Attendance Active contribution to the course: 10 points (attendance + homeworks)

Lab None

Application None (except problem solving during classwork).

Field Study None

Homework None

Presentations None

Projects None

Seminar None

Midterm Exams 30 points

Quiz None

Final 60 points

Total 100 points

Course Plan Subjects to Be Discussed 

1. Week

General definitions (particularly "what is 'Substantive International Law'?"); Norms and 

principles concerning the legal standing of states (constitution; recognition; the state as an 

actor/person in the international legal order).

2. Week

Norms and principles concerning the legal standing of states; the territory and borders of 

the states; territorial waters, the air space, rivers, canals, islands and archipelagic waters; 

straits.

3. Week
Jurisdiction [of states] and the main types of jurisdiction: (territorial jurisdiction; personal 

jurisdiction; organizational jurisdiction); the limitation of state jurisdiction.

4. Week

The "partial extension" of state jurisdiction; the intersection points between international 

law of the sea and the state jurisdiction: Fisheries,; Continental Shelf; Exclusive Economic 

Zone; air space and the state jurisdiction.

5. Week
International law of the sea and UN. Convention on the law of the sea; (+ the high seas, 

International Maritime Organization; international sea-bed; International Seabed Authority).

6. Week State Succession



7. Week
The Law of International Relations; consular relations; diplomatic relations, the status of 

diplomatic agents; their immunities and inviolabilies.

8. Week International Air Law

9. Week International rules on airspace (International law of the Airspace)

10. Week International Environmental Law

11. Week International Economic and Trade Law

12. Week Law of International Armed Conflicts.


